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● Model systems: H
2
+ charged and H
2
 neutral in 1D
● Configurations in 1D
● Optical spectra: theory
● Results: classical fixed/moving vs quantum ions
● Conclusions
 Motivations
● Optical absorption spectra
● Quantum (feasible in 1D for one- and two-electron systems)
● See effects of quantum ions vs classical fixed/moving ions 
● Adiabatic approximations              → decouple electron-ion 
– Born Oppenheimer Approximation (BOA)
● Electron: 
● Ion:  
not in 1D








+ (centre of mass) → simplify to 2 variable problem in 1D
● H
2
 (centre of mass) → simplify to 3 variable problem in 1D
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 Configurations in 1D
→ 2D and 3D bare Coulomb
→ Particles confined in 1D  
trajectories separated by  
→ Classical geometrical 
interpretation 
Δ
 Optical spectra → theory
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 Optical spectra H
2
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Even to odd splitting 
Asymmetry (repulsion) 
        Fix X (no t)                                               Quantum vs fixed X
eq 
(with t)
 Optical spectra H
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Ionic motion peak
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 Optical spectra H
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Even to Odd splits 
Positronium first peak 
Larger M third/fifth peak 
Width/Lifetime → ele to ion      M (not elastic)↓
d(t)
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Overall PES shape and equilibrium geometry 
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● Non adiabatic electron-ion effects
– Splitting + asymmetry (non-elastic)
– Stronger for charged H
2
+ 
– Configuration → repulsive interionic potential 
– Vanish as mass increases (relative strengths)
● Range of applicability of ED and BOA
● Compare 1D vs 3D optical spectra (only PES)
● Analytical interpretation of the non-adiabatic features 
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 1st approach 
● BOA analysis (ion dark coupling)
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 2nd approach 
● Two-level system (ion bonding/antibonding)
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